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Holiday and Event history tracking
During our initial visit to a Cut Flower Wholesaler that we
later installed, we realized that they had someone going
through the stack of invoices and writing down what each
customer had purchased Last Mother’s Day or whatever
holiday.
We developed a letter report that can be sent out to a
florist as they are making their plans for Mother’s Day this
year.
The letter can be run so that every flower manager for
every store in a grocery chain will get their own letter.
One of our customers uses this report in an unusual way:
It is December 15th 2013 and they want to know how a
customers buying stacks up with last year.
They run a report for Dec 1, 2012 through Dec 15, 2012
They run the same report for 2013 and compare the sales
numbers.
If they see that last year that the florist or church bought 100
poinsettias in this time frame, but not this year, they know that
they need to call and find out what happened. It could be that
the committee has changed and they do not know where they
bought stems last year. Or they could be buying them from
another source. Either way they are called.
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Cut Flower
Purchases Letter
Retail Florists
expect their Cut
Flower Vendor to
know what they
have bought from
them, Last Easter,
Mother’s Day, Or
Valentine’ Day.
ProTrac has a
marketing letter
Report that can be
faxed, e mailed, or
Mailed directly to
the customer or to
a store to let them
know what they
bought last
holiday.
Each time it is sent
the Cut Flower
Wholesaler can
create a different
letter for the
customer.
This is a page from
a multi-page
Customer
Purchases report
from ProTrac.

The letter used for this report would be changed by you or your Sales Rep each time that it is
sent out. The letter comes out so it can be stuffed in a #10 Window envelope and mailed. It
can also be emailed or faxed to the customer.
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